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We present an analysis of multifrequeny light urves of the soures 2223 − 052
(3C 446), 2230 + 114 (CTA 102), and 2251 + 158 (3C 454.3), whih had shown
evidene of quasi-periodi ativity. The analysis made use of data from the Univer-
sity of Mihian Radio Astronomy Observatory (USA) at 4.8, 8, and 14.5 GHz, as
well as the Metsahovi Radio Astronomy Observatory (Finland) at 22 and 37 GHz.
Appliation of two different methods (the disrete autoorrelation funtion and the
method of Jurkevih) both revealed evidene for periodiity in the flux variations of
these soures at essentially all frequenies. The periods derived for at least two of the
soures  2223 − 052 and 2251 + 158 are in good agreement with the time interval
between the appearane of suessive VLBI omponents. The derived periods for
2251+158 (P = 12.4 yr and 2223−052 (P = 5.8 yr) oinide with the periods found
earlier by other authors based on optial light urves.
1. INTRODUCTION
Studies of the variability of ative galati nulei (AGNs) represent an effetive tool
for investigating the nature of the ativity and the mehanisms leading to its observable
manifestations. The long-term variability of AGNs, inluding possible periodiity of the
variations, has been studied and disussed in detail in a number of works [14℄. Traditionally,
a large fration of studies dediated to searhes for periodiity have been based on optial
observations, sine the durations of the historial light urves in the optial are as long
as ∼ 100 yr for some soures, while the maximum durations of radio light urves are no
more than ∼ 35 yr. Although the results of suh studies have often been ontraditory,
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2the detetion in 1995 of an optial flare in OJ 287 that had been predited based on the
period of 11.9 yr deteted in the historial light urve provided onvining onfirmation of
the presene of periodi ativity in this soure [5℄. Possible periodiity in the radio ativity
has also reently been deteted for several objets [2, 3, 6℄. It is interesting that the radio
period found for AO 0235+164 oinides with the optial period [7℄. This oinidene of
the optial and radio periods testifies that the radiation in both wavebands has the same
(synhrotron) nature, and arises in oinident or nearby regions. A similar onlusion was
drawn in [8℄ based on a omparison of the properties of the polarized emission in the optial
and in the radio at 43GHz.
As we indiated above, data on periodiity of the ativity of AGNs are often ontraditory
or inonsistent. In some ases, different periods have been derived for a single objet based
on analyses of data for different time intervals, whih ould have both methodial and
physial origins. From a methodial point of view, the lak of agreement between derived
periods ould be a onsequene of the limited extent and irregularity of the observational
series used, whih leads to a period found using one setion of the light urve differing from
that found using a different setion. In addition, the physial proesses giving rise to quasi-
periodi variations of the flux density an be divided into two types: primary proesses
that are assoiated with the periodi generation of perturbations at the "entral engine"
due to multipliity of the entral blak hole, and seondary proesses that arise during the
propagation of perturbations along the jet, suh as the propagation of shoks along the
jet [9, 10℄ or reollimation [11℄ or preession of the jet [12℄. It is obvious that seondary
proesses are more likely to be manifest on short time intervals, but, the longer the duration
of a series of observations, the more likely it is that periodiity due to primary proesses will
appear. Quasi-periodi proesses with various natures forming in various regions of the jet
an also be superposed, ompliating and onfusing the pattern of the periodiity.
Currently, the most widely aepted hypothesis explaining both periodiity in the ativity
of AGNs and the ativity itself is the presene of a multiple blak hole at the galati
nuleus [13℄. One drawbak of this theory is the short lifetime of a system of blak holes
due to the loss of energy to gravitational radiation. This problem an be avoided if we
onsider the multipliity of the blak holes as a dynamial proess, where the main blak
hole aptures new ompanions on time sales that are omparable to the lifetime of the
previous blak-hole pair [14, 15℄.
3As was shown in [16℄, in models with multiple blak holes, the proess leading to the
appearane of the primary perturbations in the viinity of the multiple blak hole may
not have a stritly periodi harater. Therefore, we will think in terms of the presene
of quasiperiods in the light urves of AGNs, rather than some strit periodi proess. A
good example is provided by OJ 287, whih is the best observed and studied objet in
this ontext, and shows the presene of preisely quasiperiodi flux-density variations [15℄.
Nevertheless, the presene of suh quasiperiodi behavior an be used to within known limits
predit the epohs of flares, making it possible to verify multiple blak-hole models, study
the propagation of the assoiated perturbations along the jet in more detail, and plan future
observations based on the expeted ativity phase of the soure.
The monitoring of AGNs arried out at 4.8, 8, and 14.5 GHz at the University of Mihigan
Radio Astronomy Observatory (UMRAO, USA) [17℄ and at 22 and 37 GHz at the Metsahovi
Radio Astronomy Observatory (MRAO, Finland) [18℄ over more than 30 yr present unique
opportunities for studies of the long-term evolution of these objets. These databases have
been analyzed earlier on the basis of struture funtions [19, 20℄, wavelet analysis [2℄, and
autoorrelation matries [3℄, but the information that an be extrated for these data has
not been exhausted.
In our earlier works [6, 21℄, based on an analysis of multifrequeny light urves of seleted
blazars, we divided the observed radio flares into ore events, whih display low-frequeny
delays and are assoiated with primary perturbations in the ore, and jet events, whih
appear simultaneously at all frequenies and are assoiated with the propagation of primary
perturbations along the jet [10, 22℄.We also defined the time intervals between suessive
ore flares as the harateristi time sale for the development of ativity in these blazars.
The questions of how the harateristi time sale for the development of ativity varies from
soure to soure and whether these time sales are preserved over long times within a single
soure are of fundamental importane for our understanding of the nature of the ativity.
We present here estimates of possible periodi omponents in the light urves of several
soures we have studied earlier, derived using the method of Jurkevih and the disrete
autoorrelation funtion. The advantage of these methods is that they are independent of
the form of the signal, and an be used to find periodiities not only when the signal is
sinusoidal, as in the ase of Fourier analysis.
42. LIGHT CURVES
We used the UMRAO and MRAO monitoring databases to arry out our searhes for
periodiity. Based on the results of our previous detailed analyses of flares in several
blazars [6, 21℄, we seleted three objets showing evidene for possible quasiperiodi flux
variations. Table 1 presents a list of these objets, the observing frequenies ν in GHz, the
range of dates for whih observations are available, the duration of the observational series
in years ∆T , and the number of flux measurements N . The durations of the observational
series are very different for different objets and for different frequenies, and ranges from
17 to 38 yr.
3. METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF THE LIGHT CURVES
3.1. Disrete Autoorrelation Funtion
The appliation of the disrete autoorrelation funtion [23℄ is designed to alulate the
orrelation oeffiient between two series of irregularly distributed data as a funtion of the
time shift between them. The method an also be used to searh for periodiity if the two
data series are idential. If there is a period in the light urve, the disrete autoorrelation
funtion should exhibit a lear orrelation at time shifts equal to zero and to the period. The
loser the orrelation oeffiient is to unity, the more trustworthy is the identified period.
To determine the values of the disrete autoorrelation funtion for eah pair of data
(ai, bj), we alulate the funtion UDCF :
UDCFij =
(ai − a¯)(bj − b¯)√
σ2aσ
2
b
,
where a¯, b¯ are the mean values of the data series and σa, σb are the orresponding standard
deviations. Eah pair of data is assoiated with a time interval ∆tij = tj − ti. The set of
values UDCFij are divided into groups so that the time interval between the observation
times ∆tij falls into some interval around the trial time delay: τ−∆τ/2 ≤ ∆tij ≤ τ+∆τ/2.
Averaging the UDCFij values over eah group yields the disrete autoorrelation funtion:
DCF (τ) =
1
M
∑
UDCFij(τ),
5where M is the number of pairs in the group. The error is alulated using the formula
σ(τ) =
1
M − 1
{
∑
[UDCFij −DCF (τ)]
2}1/2.
The disrete autoorrelation funtion often displays a flat peak. In suh situations, we
approximated this funtion with a Gaussian in order to more aurately estimate the period.
3.2. Method of Jurkevih
3.2.1. Desription of the method.
The method of Jurkevih [24℄ is based on analysis of the dispersions of the phase urves
onstruted for a series of trial periods. The essene of the method is that, the loser a trial
period to the real period, the smaller the satter of the points in the phase urve. To identify
the period for whih the dispersion reahes a minimum, phase urves are onstruted for a
series of trial periods, where the phase is defined by the relation
ϕi =
T − T0
P
(mod 1),
where P is the trial period and T0 is the time orresponding to the zero phase. The time
T0 is usually taken to be the middle of the observational interval. Then, all the data are
divided into m groups aording to their phases, and the rms deviation is alulated for eah
group:
V 2l =
ml∑
i=1
x2i −mlx¯l
2,
where ml is the number of points in the group and x¯l is the mean value xi for the group.
Further, the sum of the mean square deviations over all groups is alulated:
V 2m =
m∑
i=1
V 2l .
The appearane of a minimum in the funtion V 2m at some trial period ould indiate that
this orresponds to a real period in the variations. Kidger et al. [25℄ proposed the use of a
modified funtion V 2m to estimate the trustworthiness of the identified periods:
f =
1− V 2m
V 2m
,
6where here V 2m is normalized to the value V
2
l alulated for the entire dataset. A value
V 2m = 1 orresponds to f = 0, and denotes an absene of periodiity in the data series. The
values of periods an be found from a plot of the funtion f : values f ≥ 0.5 indiate very
strong periodiity, while values f ≤ 0.25 indiate that, if any periodiity is present, it is
manifest only very weakly. Another riterion for the trustworthiness of a period is the depth
of the minimum of V 2m relative to the noise. If this minimum is a fator of ten larger than
the error in the "flat" part of the urve, the period orresponding to this minimum an be
onsidered real [25℄. We fit Gaussians to the plots of the modified funtion V 2m in order to
more aurately find the position of the minimum. We estimated the error in the resulting
period formally as the half-width of the orresponding peak.
3.2.2. Searh for false periods using Monte- Carlo simulations.
The irregularity of the observational series an lead to the appearane of false periods.
We arried out Monte-Carlo simulations in order to separate out periods assoiated with real
variability of the objets from those assoiated with the irregularity of the observations. The
syntheti light urves generated in this way were analyzed using the method of Jurkevih.
The artifiial light urves were onstruted from the real observations using the method
presented in [4℄: the observation times were retained, and the fluxes were hosen at random
from the real light urve. Thus, any period found for these light urves an only be a
onsequene of the time distribution of the observations.
If periods deteted in the syntheti data oinided with periods found for the real light
urves, they were lassified as false and were not onsidered further.
4. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
4.1. 2223-052 (3C 446)
The soure 2223−052 (z = 1.404) is known to exhibit harateristis of a quasar or a BL
La objet, depend on its ativity state. In its quiesent state, it displays strong emission
lines harateristi of quasars, while a powerful ontinuum dominates in the ative phase,
giving rise to weak emission lines, as is harateristi for BL La objets [26℄. Periods of
74.2 and 5.8 yr have been deteted in the optial [26℄; the period of 4.2 yr was subsequently
onfirmed in multiple studies [27, 28℄.
Figure 1 presents the light urves from 4.8 to 37 GHz. Flares of two types alternate in the
light urve: narrow, single flares with inverted spetra (growing toward higher frequenies),
and broad flares with nearly flat spetra. The time interval between a narrow flare and
the following broad flare is about 6 yr, while the interval between two suessive flares of
the same type is about 12 yr. Applying the method of Jurkevih to the light urves of
2223 − 052 yielded with a high degree of onfidene the presene of periods of 5.8 ± 0.5 yr
for all five frequenies, and 9.8± 0.5 yr for all frequenies exept 4.8 GHz (here and below,
the presented periods are the average values over the various frequenies). Figure 3 presents
the plot of the funtion V 2m for the 8 GHz data, whih illustrates the results. It is interesting
that the deteted period 5.8 ± 0.5 yr oinides with the period of 5.8 yr found in [26℄ for
the optial light urve of 2223 − 052. However, further observations in both the radio and
optial are needed in order to onfirm this agreement of the periods of 2223 − 052 in these
two wavebands.
The disrete autoorrelation funtion yielded a period of 10.9±0.2 yr for 37, 22, and 14.5
GHz. Figure 2 presents the disrete autoorrelation funtion for 14.5 GHz. Table 2 gives a
list of the derived periods, where ν is the observing frequeny in GHz, PJurk the period found
using the method of Jurkevih (in years), f the onfidene measure for PJurk, PDACF the
period found using the disrete autoorrelation funtion (in years), and k the orresponding
orrelation oeffiient.
Figure 1 presents light urves for 2223 − 052 for all the frequenies, with the flares
orresponding to the period of 5.8 ± 0.5 yr found with a high onfidene level f using the
method of Jurkevih indiated. We an see that is period desribes the ativity of the
soure well, i.e., the flares of 1984, 1990, 1996, and 2000. On the other hand, the disrete
autoorrelation funtion deteted only the 11-year period, possibly due to the oinidene
in the struture of the "broad" and "narrow" flares when the light urve is shifted by 11
years. The question of both types of flares are assoiated with the birth of new superluminal
omponents an be addressed using VLBI observations at 22 or 43 GHz .
The blazar 2223 − 052 was observed by Kellermann et al. [29℄ as part of a program of
VLBI monitoring of AGNs at 15 GHz. These 15 GHz observations an provide information
about large-sale proesses in the evolution of the soure and indiate the harateristi
8time sale for ativity yles. Kellermann et al. [29℄ report the births of VLBI omponents
at epohs 1981.4±1.6 and 1994.0±0.8, marked on the light urve (Fig. 1) by vertial arrows.
Given the possible unertainties in determining the birth epohs of the omponents, these
epohs are fairly lose to the powerful flares of 1984 and 1996. A visual analysis of the
maps obtained in the MOJAVE 15-GHz monitoring program [8℄, available on the MOJAVE
website, suggest the birth of a new VLBI omponent in 2002. We an see from Fig. 1 that
this omponent ould be assoiated with the deay of a powerful flare in 2000. Taking into
aount the unertainties in the birth epohs of VLBI omponents and the absene of VLBI
observations before 1995, the births of observed omponents agree fairly well with the epohs
of the powerful flares desribed by the period of 5.8± 0.5 yr.
Note that only four six-year periods, and slightly more than two 11-year periods, are
present in the light urve of 2223 − 052 (Table 1). Therefore, further observations at all
frequenies are required in order to verify these periods. Aording to our estimates, the
following flare should our in 2007, and should be aompanied by the birth of a new
omponent on VLBI sales. Taking into aount the redshift of the soure, z = 1.404, and
applying the relation P = Pobs/(1 + z), the deteted periods in the rest frame of the soure
are 2.4 and 4.5 yr.
4.2. 2230+114 (CTA 102)
2230 + 114 is a gamma-ray blazar at z = 1.037 [30℄. In 1965, Sholomitsky [31℄ published
the first report of variability of this soure, with a period of 102 days at 902 MHz. Although
this result was not subsequently onfirmed [32℄, variability was soon deteted at shorter
wavelengths [6℄.
Figure 4 presents the light urves of 2230 + 114 at all five frequenies. We an see that
bright flares are observed approximately every eight years. The flares are haraterized
by the presene of fine struture on time sales appreiably shorter than one year. The
amplitudes of the flares vary appreiably, but the positions of individual features in the flare
struture are preserved [6℄. It is interesting that not only the total amplitude of the flares in
eah eight-year yle, but also the relative brightnesses in the fine-struture features, vary
with time. In the first and third eight year yles, the first subflare dominates, while the
two first subflares have equal amplitudes in seond yle. All this gives rise to a omplex
9pattern for the variability, ompliating a mathematial analysis.
The disrete autoorrelation funtion yielded periods of 4.3 ± 0.5 yr at 14.5 GHz and
8.4 ± 0.1 yr at 14.5 and 4.8 GHz (Table 3). Figure 5 presents the disrete autoorrelation
funtion for 14.5 GHz. The method of Jurkevih yields periods of 4.6 ± 0.7 yr at 37, 22,
and 4.8 GHz and 9.3 ± 0.6 yr at all frequenies exept 8 GHz (Table 3, Fig. 6). Figure 7
presents the 14.5 GHz light urve with the intervals orresponding to the period 4.3±0.5 yr
indiated. We an see that this period desribes well both the powerful flares of 1981, 1990,
and 1999 and the weaker flares 1986, 1995, and 2003, while the period 8.4± 0.1 yr desribes
only the large-amplitude flares (1981, 1990, and 1999).
Jorstad et al. [33, 34℄ reported the birth of VLBI omponents in 2230 + 114 at epohs
1994.28 ± 0.02, 1995.19 ± 0.04, 1996.08 ± 0.02, 1997.9 ± 0.2, and 1999.54 ± 0.04 at 43GHz
. Rantakyro o et al. [35℄ estimated the birth epohs and speeds of jet omponents based
on all available VLBI observations in the literature. The birth epohs of the 43-GHz VLBI
omponents are marked by arrows on the 37 GHz light urve (Fig. 8). Eah birth epoh
oinides with a flare at 37 GHz, but the irregular and insuffiiently dense series of VLBI
observations prevents a detailed omparison of the evolution of the light urve with the
evolution of the VLBI soure struture. The detailed light-urve analysis of Pyatunina et
al. [6, 21℄ showed the presene of ativity yles with a harateristi variability time sale
of 8.04± 0.3 yr, in good agreement with the period we have found here, 8.4± 0.1 yr.
The available light urve enompasses about six four-year and three eight-year periods
(Table 1), and further observations are required to verify these periods. Aording to our
estimates, the following flare should our in 2007. Taking into aount the soure redshift,
the derived periods in the rest frame of the soure are 2.1 and 4.1 yr.
4.3. 2251+158 (3C 454.3)
2251 + 158 is a gamma-ray blazar with a redshift of z = 0.859 [30℄. By identifying the
main omponents of the autoorrelation matrix using a neural network, Ciaramella et al. [3℄
found the period 6.076.55 yr for this objet at 4.8, 8, 14.5, 22, and 37 GHz. Cheng-yue [36℄
found a period of 12.39 yr in the optial based on a hundred-year historial light urve in
the B band.
The light urve of 2251+158 is presented in Fig. 9. We an see that powerful flares
10
are observed approximately every 12 years. Our analysis using the disrete autoorrelation
funtion deteted two periods at all five frequenies: 6.2 ± 0.1 and 12.4 ± 0.6 yr (Table 4).
As an example, Fig. 10 presents the disrete autoorrelation funtion for the 4.8 GHz light
urve. The method of Jurkevih deteted the periods 6.1 ± 0.6 and 11.9 ± 1.1 yr with high
onfidene at all frequenies (Table 4); this is learly visible in Fig. 11, whih shows a plot
of the funtion V 2m for the 4.8-GHz light urve.
Thus, the periods 6.2 ± 0.1 and 12.4 ± 0.6 yr were deteted at all five frequenies by
both the method of Jurkevih and the disrete autoorrelation funtion. The light urves of
2251+158 enompass up to six six-year periods, while only three 12-year periods are inluded
in the most extensive light urve at 8 GHz; further observations are required to verify the
presene of the latter period (Table 1). The period 6.2±0.1 yr is in good agreement with the
periods reported earlier [3℄. Figure 9 presents the light urve of 2251+158 with the positions
of the flares orresponding to the 6.2 and 12.4-year periods marked. The 12.4 ± 0.6-year
period is determined by the flares of 1967, 1982, and 1995, while the 6.2± 0.1-year period is
determined by these flares, together with the somewhat weaker intermediate flares of 1975
and 1987.
The quasar 2251 + 158 is one of the best observed radio soures, and a large amount of
information about its VLBI struture has been published, making it possible to ompare
variations in the soure struture with variations in the light urves. Pauliny-Toth [37, 38℄
reported the births of omponents at epohs 1966 and 1981.7 ± 0.8 at 2.8 m. Cawthorne
and Gabuzda [39℄ reported the probable birth of a omponent at epoh 1988.2 based on
polarization observations at 5 GHz. Based on their monitoring of gamma-ray blazars at
43GHz , Jorstad et al. [33℄ derived the birth epohs for there VLBI omponents 1994.45±0.03
(B1), 1995.05± 0.05 (B2), and 1995.59± 0.14 (B3). The 43-GHz observations of Gomez et
al. [40℄ and Kemball et al. [41℄ indiate the possible appearane of omponents at epohs
1995.7 and 1994.9, in agreement with the results of Jorstad et al. [33℄. The arrows in Fig. 9
mark the published birth epohs for VLBI omponents.We an see that these birth epohs
are in good agreement with the epohs of powerful flares, allowing for the fat that there were
no regular VLBI observations of 2251+158 before 1981. The presene of several omponents
during the flare of 1995 an be explained by the good spatial resolution provided at 43GHz
ompared to the observations at lower frequenies. Thus, based on the available data on
the birth epohs of VLBI omponents, the time interval between the generation of new
11
omponents is about 6.3yr , in good agreement with the six-year period we have found for
the radio light urves. The analysis of the frequeny delays and spetral evolution of flares
arried out by Pyatunina et al. [21℄ showed the presene of a harateristi variability time
sale of about 13yr , in agreement with the deteted period of 12.4± 0.6 yr.
Thus, the periods of 6.2 ± 0.1 and 12.4 ± 0.6 yr found formally using the period-searh
methods are in good agreement with the harateristi time sale for variations in the VLBI
struture, as well as the frequeny delays and spetra of flares. Aording to our estimates,
the next flare in 2251+158 should our in 2007, have an amplitude omparable to the flare
of 1995, and be aompanied by the appearane of a new VLBI omponent. Taking into
aount the soure redshift, z = 0.859, the deteted periods in the soure rest frame are 3.3
and 6.7 yr.
Note also that our deteted period 12.4±0.6 yr oinides with the period of 12.39 yr found
by Cheng-yue [36℄ for the hundred-year historial optial light urve in the B band. The
agreement of the periods found in the optial and radio for AO 0235+164 [7℄ and BL Lac [42℄
may indiate that the same radiation mehanism is responsible for the variability in these
two wavebands. Correlations between the optial and radio emission of 2251 + 158 have
been reported by a number of authors: Pomphrey et al. [43℄ found a strit orrelation with
a time delay of 1.2 yr, Balonek [44℄ reported possible orrelations with delays of 180, 285,
and 310 days, and Tornikoski et al. [45℄ and Hanski et al. [46℄ identified simultaneous events
in the optial and radio. The presene of a strit orrelation suggests a strit oinidene
of the periods in the two wavebands, but, given the length of the period, its onfirmation
requires further observations in both the optial and radio.
5. CONCLUSION
Our analysis of the light urves of 2223 − 052, 2230 + 114, and 2251 + 158 at 4.8, 8,
14.5, 22, and 37 GHz based on the UMRAO (USA) and MRAO (Finland)monitoring data
has onfirmed the presene of periodiity in the flux variations of these soures. The flux
variations in 2223−052 our on harateristi time sales of 5.8±0.5 and 10.9±0.2 yr, with
the six-year period being in good agreement with the time sale for the appearane of VLBI
omponents at 15 GHz. In addition, the deteted period of 5.8 yr oinides with the period
found earlier for the optial light urve (5.8 yr) [26℄. The light urves for 2230 + 114 show
12
harateristi variation time sales of 4.3± 0.5 and 8.4± 0.1 yr, but a omparison with the
evolution of the VLBI struture of this soure is ompliated by the absene of observations
during the early part of the radio light urves. Periods of 6.2 ± 0.1 and 12.4 ± 0.6 yr were
deteted in the light urves of 2251 + 158, and a omparison with published VLBI data
shows that the 6.2-year period is in good agreement with the time sale for the evolution of
the VLBI struture. The radio period of 12.4± 0.6 yr also agrees with the period derived by
Cheng-yue [36℄ based on a hundred-year historial optial light urve.
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Figure 1. Light urves of 2223-052 for 37, 22, 14.5, 8, and 4.8 GHz. For ease of viewing, the urves
have been shifted relative to eah other by 5 Jy. The arrows mark the birth epohs of VLBI omponents.
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Figure 2. Plot of the disrete autoorrelation funtion onstruted for 2223-052 at 14.5 GHz.
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Figure 3. Results of the period searh for 2223-052 at 8 GHz using the method
of Jurkevih. Plots for various bin numbers for the phase urve are presented.
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Figure 4. Light urves of 2230+114 for 37, 22, 14.5, 8, and 4.8 GHz. For
ease of viewing, the urves have been shifted relative to eah other in flux.
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Figure 5. Disrete autoorrelation funtion for 2230+114 at 14.5 GHz.
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Figure 6. Results of the period searh for 2230+114 at 4.8 GHz using the method
of Jurkevih. Plots for various bin numbers for the phase urve are presented.
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Figure 7. 7. Light urve of 2230+114 at 14.5 ++á. The dot-
ted lines mark intervals orresponding to the 4.3 ± 0.5-year period.
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Figure 8. Light urve of 2230+114 at 37 GHz. The dotted lines mark intervals orresponding to
the 4.3± 0.5-year period. The arrows mark the birth epohs of VLBI omponents at 43GHz [3335℄.
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Figure 9. Light urves for 2251+158 at 37, 22, 14.5, 8, and 4.8
GHz. For ease of viewing, the urves have been shifted relative to eah
other by 8 Jy. The arrows mark the birth epohs of VLBI omponents.
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Figure 10. Disrete autoorrelation funtion for 2251+158 at 4.8 GHz.
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Figure 11. Results of the period searh for 2251+158 at 4.8 GHz using the method
of Jurkevih. Plots for various bin numbers for the phase urve are presented.
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Table 1. List of objets and harateristis of the light urves
Objet ν, (GHz) Interval of observations ∆T , yr N
2223-052 37 1986.0 - 2003.6 17.6 212
(3C 446) 22 1985.0 - 2003.6 18.6 220
14.5 1980.0 - 2003.6 23.6 790
8 1980.0 - 2003.6 23.6 735
4.8 1980.3 - 2003.6 23.3 520
2230+114 37 1986.0 - 2003.2 17.2 217
(CTA 102) 22 1985.1 - 2003.2 18.1 288
14.5 1979.8 - 2003.3 23.5 725
8 1974.6 - 2003.2 28.6 687
4.8 1981.5 - 2003.1 21.6 314
2251+158 37 1980.7 - 2003.7 23.0 623
(3C 454.3) 22 1980.5 - 2003.7 19.5 749
14.5 1974.1 - 2003.6 29.5 925
8 1966.6 - 2003.6 37.0 1026
4.8 1978.4 - 2003.6 25.2 565
Table 2. Deteted periods for 2223-052 (3T 446)
ν (GHz) PJurk,yr f PDACF ,yr k
37 4.2± 0.4 0.26
8.9± 2.5 2.55 10.7 ± 2.5 0.85
22 6.9± 2.2 1.83
11.1 ± 2.4 2.55 10.6 ± 1.6 0.85
14.5 5.6± 1.3 0.52
9.5± 0.7 1.21 11.3 ± 3.3 0.25
8 5.3± 1.1 0.56  
9.9± 1.1 0.54
4.8 7.2± 0.7 0.39  
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Table 3. Deteted periods for 2230+114 (CTA 102)
ν (GHz) PJurk,yr f PDACF ,yr k
37 5.2± 0.7 0.60  
9.7± 1.5 0.62
22 4.9± 0.4 0.60  
8.4± 2.3 0.47
14.5 4.3 ± 0.5 0.41
9.2± 2.0 0.22 8.3 ± 1.2 0.17
4.8 3.8± 0.8 0.28
9.8± 2.1 0.46 8.5 ± 1.2 0.10
Table 4. Deteted periods for 2251+158 (3C 454.3)
ν (GHz) PJurk, yr f PDACF , yr k
37 5.7 ± 1.8 0.88 6.2± 1.4 0.24
11.6 ± 2.8 1.0 12.6 ± 1.4 0.26
22 6.7 ± 0.9 0.35 6.3± 1.9 0.14
12.1 ± 0.9 0.47 12.6 ± 2.4 0.52
14.5 5.7 ± 1.0 0.86 6.2± 2.5 0.24
10.5 ± 0.9 0.45 12.5 ± 1.6 0.63
8 6.7 ± 0.8 0.19 6.1± 3.5 0.15
13.5 ± 1.2 0.44 13.4 ± 1.8 0.45
4.8 5.5 ± 1.1 0.86 6.1± 1.4 0.24
11.7 ± 2.6 0.95 11.8 ± 1.2 0.55
